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The Ken Stradling Collection

Alexander Girard

Sam Haile

Peter Markey

Identifying objects of significance. Naturally drawn 
towards figuration and abstraction. Key themes of 
humour, interactivity, sexuality & colour.



Alexander Girard - Dolls

Wooden Doll No.17

Further research on chosen object. Domestic wooden 
dolls made for Girard’s own home. Inspired by Mexican 
Folk Art. The doll is a collection within a collection. 
Having to view the doll from all angles in order to 
decode its surface decoration. 



Slip Stencilling Initial earthenware slip tests, experimenting with layers, 
stencilling and mixing. 



Interactivity
Simple exploration and curation of ‘like’ shapes to form faces 
and recognisable figures. Domesticity of magnets; only in tacky 
gift shops or on the fridge. An accessible type of curation, how 
surrounding objects and shapes can change the interpretation. 
Later questioning the practicality of this physical interaction, 
how to get the audience to interact without touch?



Field - Home Truths

Philip Eglin 

Working in 2D up to this point, influenced by Field. Narratives 
of the home explored through plates. Themes of sexuality, 
coming out and consuming. Playing between subversion and 
overtness of sexual images on domestic-ware. Gave me a 
theme to bring into my subject. Wanting to move this into 3D.



Quick tests, paying with the doll form and ‘toys’ in both 
childlike and sexual sense. 



Field - WunderKammer

Matt Smith 

The Warren Cup

@ Collect 2017

@ Birmingham Museum

@ British Museum

Bringing context to my work, answering why am I making these 
objects. Matt Smith, LGBT activist, curator and artist – creating 
gay themed exhibitions and questioning the erasure of 
marginalised identities. The Warren Cup; how museums, and 
the objects on display in them are a reflection of society’s 
views and remind us that the way societies view sexual 
relationships is never fixed.



Philip Eglin - Bucket

Turning the 2D into 3D. Slab forming inspired by the 
crude form of Eglin’s bucket. Finding confidence in 
mark making in a more sophisticated manner. 
Experimenting with combining previous techniques 
together. Could have been left as cylinder but through 
adding a base there is an ambiguity of function.



Leon Kosoff

David Hockney

Keith Haring

Finding inspiration from paintings and 
experimenting with a more painterly 
surface and application of slips. Scaled 
down, more intimate objects. Different 
joining methods.



Vicarious Wednesdays. Quickly 
making something to present 
to fellow students. Technical 
informing; painting on plaster 
bats to create greater surface 
texture, however didn’t like 
this method as the slip and 
object were too disparate. 
Looking towards drawing 
some indication of 
environment in background.



Laure Prouvost – Improving the Everyday

Kerry Jameson

Exploring the idea of ambiguous 
function further. Kerry Jameson’s 
use of scale and weight. Laure 
Prouvost’s table confusing states of 
seduction and repulsion; built-in 
function – boob butter dishes, 
eyeball salt and pepper shakers. 
Next steps adding foot rings & 
handles to bucket forms?


